MilTech 1/2021 will address – among other issues:

**THEME: Armoured Vehicles**
- BOXER: A Possible Antidote for Overcapacity?
- Chinese Armoured Vehicle Developments
- Protected Light Vehicles as Primary Combat Systems
- Armoured Vehicle Developments in Latin America
- The US Next Generation Combat Vehicle
- Armour in Israel
- Below the Hull: Advances in Wheeled Vehicle Engineering

**FEATURES**
- Hypersonic Weapons: The Reasons Why
- Large-Scale Airborne Assaults: Still Relevant?
- Tanks and the City: Urban Behaviours
- The Eastern Mediterranean:
  - A Defence & Security Perspective
  - The Norwegian Defence Industry
  - In Defence of the Kingdom: Thai Security

**C4ISR FORUM**
Electronic Warfare in Peer-to-Peer Combat

**FROM THE BRIDGE**
The Evolution of Gulf Naval Power

**PLUS…..**
Editorial and comment columns, Letter from America, Letter from Brussels, Homeland Security Forum, Industrial Focus, Interviews, ‘Technology: the Final Frontier,’ the ‘3-2-1 Interview,’ news, analysis … all you expect from your established triservice defence technology information service … because knowing is half the battle!

**See you at:**
- IAV 25-29 January, London, UK
- IDEX/NAVDEX 21-25 February, Abu Dhabi, UAE
- Enforce Tac 10-11 March, Nuremberg, Germany
- INDODEFENCE 07-10 April, Jakarta, Indonesia

US Army troops on exercise in the Republic of Georgia. (Photo: US Army)